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Motivation for Multi-Cam Fusion

The point of this project is to be able to combine multiple camera views in a smart intersection.

Why do we need multiple views?
To see things that may not be visible from one perspective and avoid blindspots.
Project Objectives

● 4 Intel RealSense 3D Camera
  ○ Uses Point Cloud Data type
● Stitch projections to one model

● Possible uses:
  ○ Intersection monitoring
  ○ Assisted driving
  ○ Traffic control
  ○ Crash prevention
High-Level Solution Design
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What is ArUco?

- ArUco Markers are known objects that are easy to find with computer vision.
- The OpenCV library has a method to find ArUco markers and calculate relative camera position.
- We use this to calculate the cameras relative positions.
The Idea:

Camera 1 sees the ArUco tag and identifies its position relative to the ArUco tag’s four corners.

Camera 2 sees the same ArUco tag, finding its own position relative to the four corners of the same tag.

Camera 1 and Camera 2 both know their positions in relation to a set of common points, so we should be able to estimate the transform between them.
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Future Work

- One big issue with using our work in a real-world setting is latency. Point Clouds are large and slow to process.
  - Figure out latency and whether it can be improved
  - Find faster ways to display or process information
- Fix automatic calibration
- Incorporate smart car camera and position
  - Challenges with moving camera and wireless connection
  - ArUco tags would not be able to help calibrate moving cameras, and wireless connections have much more latency

Example program latency: 0.5s
-> 0.5s x 27 m/s
Uncertainty: 13.5 meters
Any Questions?